Statistical analysis of brain tissue images in the wavelet domain: wavelet-based morphometry.
Wavelet-based methods have been developed for statistical analysis of functional MRI and PET data, where the wavelet transformation is employed as a tool for efficient signal representation. A number of studies using these approaches have reported better estimation capabilities, in terms of increased sensitivity and specificity, than the standard statistical analyses in the spatial domain. In line with these previous studies, the present report proposes a statistical analysis in the wavelet domain for the estimation of inter-group differences from structural MRI data. The procedure, called wavelet-based morphometry (WBM), was implemented under a voxel-based morphometry (VBM) style analysis. It was evaluated by comparing the gray-matter images of a group of 32 healthy subjects whose images were artificially altered to induce thinning of the cortex, with a different group of 32 healthy subjects whose images were unaltered. In order to quantify the performance of the reconstruction from a practical perspective, the same comparison was also conducted with standard VBM using SPM's Gaussian random fields and FSL's cluster-based statistics, family-wise error corrected, for datasets spatially-normalized via two different registration methods (i.e., SyN and FNIRT). The effect of using different amounts of smoothing, Battle-Lemarié filters and resolution levels in the wavelet transform was also investigated. Results support the proposed approach as a different and promising methodology to assess the structural morphometric differences between different populations of subjects.